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E-GAZETTE MK II* 

EDITORIAL 
  
With the roar almost upon us and duck shooting season fast approaching there is no 
sign yet that the Minister of Police Poto Williams will come to the aid of the 3,000 
expired firearm licence holders caught up in the backlog of some 10,000 
applications in Police hands and grant them an extension. Shame on her I say.  Sorry 
chaps no hunting for you this year. 

 If your licence is due to expire soon you need to apply 6 months in advance to be 
sure of getting it renewed before you become unlicensed and have to hand over your 
collection to a mate. 

The newly amended Arms Act requires many new Regulations to support its 
implementation. Police have now asked for our views on their proposed new 
regulations, and given us until 25 April to make our submissions.  You may think 
this his a bit late in the day to be consulting the firearm community, but if we don’t 
respond now we will have no recourse to complain when the police produce 
impractical or more restrictive regulations for us to follow.  So please give it your 
best shot.  Details about making a submission are here: 

https://www.police.govt.nz/about-us/publication/consultation-regulations-enable-
firearms-law-changes 
  
All the best,  

Phil 
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UP COMING EVENTS 

9 & 10 April  NZAHAA AGM & Southland Branch Auction, Invercargill 

10 & 11 April  Rogers Militaria Auction, Paraparaumu. 

22 May  Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch 

12 June  Northland Branch Gun Show, Whangarei 

24 July   Mainland Living History Show, Christchurch 

31 July   Northland Branch Auction, Ruakaka, Whangarei 

7 August  Ruahine Arms Fair, Palmerston North 

4 September  Ruahine Branch Auction, Palmerston North. 

11 September  NZAHAA Half Year GM & Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch  

2 October  Hawkes Bay Gun Show, Napier 

9 & 10 October Rogers Militaria Auction, Paraparaumu 
  
20 & 21 November Sika Show, Hamilton  
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Daniel Fraser Rifles - Part One by Keith Mitchell 

My purchase of a Daniel Fraser Martini has encouraged me to produce this very short history of the man 
and his rifles with illustrations and comments on three beautiful locally-owned Fraser rifles which will 
appear in later issues. 

The Bible on the man is Jonathan Kirton’s “Daniel Fraser. Gun and 
Rifle Maker of Edinburgh, Scotland” (Arms Collecting 
Publications, 2014). This book has received a roasting in the online 
and printed arms press for its very poor reproduction of most of its 
illustrations. It is indeed a shame that the photos are generally poor 
but the book is by far the best source for things Daniel Fraser and it 
is an excellent book. I shall borrow shamelessly from Jonathan’s 
work. I have noticed that a couple of the dates relating to Daniel’s 
early life seem a little suspect.  

Daniel Fraser was born at Inverness circa 1848, the son of a coach 
body maker. In 1859, he was accepted by the great Edinburgh 
gunmaker, Alexander Henry, into a seven-year apprenticeship. 
Daniel must have shown real ability because shortly after 
completing his apprenticeship in 1866, he was made foreman. 

In 1867 he joined the Queen’s City of Edinburgh Volunteer Brigade 
in which he quickly became a serious and successful competitive 
target shooter both with military rifles and match rifles. For 
instance, he was a member of the Scottish team that competed in 
the United States in the 1876 Centennial Match. 

In 1872, he left Alexander Henry and set up on his own. His parting seems to have been amicable because 
they jointly developed the “Henry-Fraser Two Position Match Rifle”. Fraser patented the action in 1876 – 
with sole rights assigned to Henry. The example illustrated must be very early being percussion. The rifle is 
no oil painting but very interesting nevertheless. It looks like the aperture sight is detached and taped to the 
rifle. 

In 1878, Daniel took his brother John into the business and they 
began trading as “D. & J. Fraser”.  

 Among other patented improvements, Fraser developed 
his own distinctive falling-block rifle which was patented in 
1880. He remained a very active target shooter and the side lever 
was doubtless included in his design so that the action could be 
opened more easily while the shooter was prone on the ground. 
The earliest rifles, and his later rook rifles using the same action, 
were fitted with an unlatched lever. Later, the top of the lever 
incorporated a latch which was depressed with the right thumb to 
open the action. Those rifles made using his 1880 patented action, 
has his “Action Patent Use Serial Number” (APUN) engraved on 
them. 

 Daniel Fraser was sensitive to any suggestion that he 
might not have made all component parts of his firearms and in 
fact advertised: “The only firm in Scotland who manufacture 
throughout”. These high-quality firearms had his “Total 
Production Serial Number” (TPSN) engraved on them. Therefore, 
this did not include those Snider, Martini-Henry and Lee Enfield 
rifles, that he improved and regulated for use by Volunteers both 
for practice and for Military Breech Loading matches.  
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From 1881, Fraser’s target rifles began a period of great success at meetings including Wimbledon. Below 
is a page from the D. & J. Fraser 1884 catalogue outlining their success.  

  

The company flourished and eventually had a work force of 15 skilled men and five apprentices. 

 Fraser created a combination Military Breech Loading and Match rifle illustrated here in the 1885 
“N.R.A. of Great Britain, Wimbledon Meeting Hand Book”. Note the mention of Martini rifles. 

In 1901, Daniel Fraser died. He was only about 53 which doesn’t seem at all old. He had been out on the 
hill shooting and sat down on a wet rock for a rest. From this, he developed a severe chill which 
presumably progressed into pneumonia. It took him three months to die. One of the delights of living in an 
age before the discovery of penicillin. 
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This is the Martini-Henry Mark II Volunteer rifle I bought at the Wellington auction. The inscription on top 
of the barrel reads: “Barrel Manufactured by Dan’l Fraser & Co. Edinburgh” which I guess means it was 
made before 1878 when the company became D. & J. Fraser.  
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Before receiving it, I had hoped that the barrel might have been made 
using Fraser’s own rifling but Stuart M. assured me that since it was 
made for purchase by a military unit, it would have to have Henry 
rifling as in the sealed pattern. And certainly, a quick look down the 
barrel confirms that. It has a nice bright bore with sharp rifling – 
excuse the fluff. It should be a good shooter. 

The right side of the receiver is stamped “Danl Fraser & Co 
Edinburgh”. It has London Black Powder proof marks. The “D85” 
number on receiver and barrel is intriguing and I have been quite keen 
to discover its meaning. Jonathan Kirton’s book was of little help 
because he barely mentions the Sniders, Martinis and Lee-Enfields barrelled by Fraser. I had hoped to 
contact Mr Kirton and discuss what he might know but I discovered his obituary on Google, he had died in 
2019!   

!  

The obvious place to look for information on Fraser Martinis was on the good old ‘net. I quickly found that 
Martinis known to be barrelled by Fraser are rather thin on the ground. “The Saleroom” had last year sold a 
dead-ringer for my Martini numbered “C795”. So that indicates that there might have been a serial number 
sequence of say “A1” to “A999”, then “B1” to “B999” and so on. My “D85” is the highest I have found so 
far so there is a possibility that say 3,000 to 4,000 Mark II Martinis were made up. 

On www.canadiangunblog.com there are pictures of a Mark III with the later “D. & J. Fraser Edinburgh” 
address but no mention of a number.  
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Holt’s are always a good bet as they have 20 years of auctions archived online. A search of “Fraser” 
brought up three pages of beautiful Daniel Fraser rifles and shotguns. Among them were two more Martini 
Mark III rifles stamped “D. & J. Fraser”, plus the same Mark II “C795” mentioned above, and another 
Mark II - without mention of a serial, and that was about it, so definitely a scarce item. 

Immediately in front of the trigger guard is another serial number (2320) which I take to be the action 
manufacturer’s number. I have an Army & Navy sporting Martini that was actually made by P. Webley and 
Son, and it has a number in the same position. Whether this one illustrated is a Webley number or even that 
of a Belgian manufacturer, who knows? 

   

Online searches for “Fraser Martini” and “Fraser Lee-Enfield” yielded nothing. However, I found in my 
copy of “Australian Arms Auctions 4th May 2008” catalogue, that Lot 667 is a commercial B.S.A. Mark I 
Lee-Enfield with “Barrel Manufactured by Dan’l Fraser & Co. Edinburgh & London”. This would have 
been barreled after the partnership between Daniel and his brother was dissolved which occurred in 1889. 
No serial number mentioned apart from the B.S.A. one.  

All pretty much a dead end. Just one minor example of the frustrations of researching the history of 
firearms. 

Other models of his rifles with photographs of local examples each engraved with his “Total Production 
Serial Number” for his higher quality output, will appear in following e-Gazette Mk II 
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Terry Carbine. Compiled by the Late John Osborne MG DTT PhD FSG, 

Pattern: Terry P1861 BL carbine.  Introduced: NZ 1861.  Withdrawn: c1880s? 

Specifications; Maker: Calisher & Terry until 1870. Bolt action, capping breech loading carbine. 
All steel furniture, plain one piece walnut stock fitted with sling swivels some fitted with a 
saddle bar. 21” barrel Birmingham proofed secured to stock with front band, central wedge & 
rear vertical breach screw, also fitted with 2 part clearing rod, extension in butt, brass nipple 
protector & chain.  

Caliber: 30 bore (.54”) 5 groove Enfield rifling, RH twist 1 in 36”. Length O/A 38½”. Weight: 
6lbs 15oz. Serial Number: 6575 (c1863). Butt tang  marked NZ 329. Vee fore sight & ramp to 
400 yards & flip up ladder to 1000 yards vee rear sight. Cartridge: Nitrate treated combustible 
paper cartridge containing 55 grains of rifle grade black powder propellant, a solid lead 530 
grain conical projectile and a wad of greased felt attached to the base, muzzle velocity about 
950fps. 
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New Zealand Service: The NSW Police & Victoria Colonial Government & Australian Arms 
Dealers from 1861 supplied Terry carbines from stores, the NZ Colonial Government 
ordered from C&T 1000 Terry carbines in Nov 1861 followed by continuing orders which 
arrived regularly in small batches, many on sold to settlers and Provincial Governments. It 
is estimated well over 3000 Terry Carbines were imported into NZ 1861-68. Settlers were 
encouraged to buy their own. In 1863 cost 180 shillings including sling & bullet mould. 10 
cartridges cost 1 shilling. From NZ Government records Terry carbines in store or on issue - 
two in August 1861, 286 in August 1863, 1736 in 1869, & 299 in 1879. These returns do not 
include probably another 1500 or more Terry carbines owned by the various provincial 
constabulary and militia forces & those privately owned. The Terry carbine was used 
extensively during the Land wars to May 1872 by the NZ Colonial Defence Force including 
the Forest Rangers then from 1869 the NZ Armed Constabulary Force, gradually being 
replaced with the Snider Enfield from late 1869.  

Acknowledgements and special thanks to:  Phil Cregeen FSG, Barry Chisnall UK, Osborne 
Arms Museum for images. NZ National Archives.      

More Information on Terry Carbines   

                                
 Auckland Daily Southern Cross, 24 January 1863,                    Hawkes Bay Almanac January 1864            
    

            
Left: Captain Charles Westrupp’s No1 Company Forest Rangers at a Stockade Camp, Poverty Bay, 1865. 
Centre: Wanganui Militiamen c1865. Right: Sgt Arthur Wakefield Carkeek (awarded the New Zealand 
Cross) New Zealand Armed Constabulary Field Force c1869.                                                                                                                                                                   
Armed with 30 bore (.54” caliber) Terry Breech loading Carbines and 54 bore (.44”) Beaumont Adams 5 
Chamber Revolver. Cap pouch on cross belt, Revolver in holster, carbine, & revolver ammunition pouches 
on waist belt. Images courtesy ATL-National Library of NZ                      
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Left; Trooper Chill, Hawkes Bay Cavalry Volunteers 1866 with Terry Cavalry Carbine (no sling swivels 
probably fitted with saddle bar and ring) & Beaumont Adams 54bore 5 chamber revolver in left cross belt 
holster under left arm & P1821 troopers saber. Center Left; Member Wanganui  Cavalry Volunteers 1866 
with Terry Cavalry (with sling swivels) & Beaumont Adams 54bore 5 chamber revolver in left cross belt 
holster under left arm & P1821 troopers saber c1866. Center Right; Sub Inspector NZ Armed 
Constabulary, Frederick Swindley 1869. Right; Captain NZ Militia Thomas Porter 1871.   
 Acknowledgements and Special Thanks To:  Phil Cregeen FSG, Grant Sheriff FSG. Michael Fitzgerald. Terrance 
Seymour, Rose Young, Andrew Moffat.  Barry Chisnall UK.  John Carter, NSW. Terry Wilson, SA. Kevin H. Jones, USA. , 
Jon Hay, UK.  David Minshall, UK. Bill Curtis, UK 

BOOKS at Reasonable Prices @ Naval - Military- Press  

HARTMANS’ DUTCH GUNMAKERS FROM THE 15TH TO THE 20TH 
CENTURY  

https://mailchi.mp/naval-military-press/completes-the-documentation-of-the-
combat-and-deployment-of-the-tiger-battle-tank-10698?e=52d69b6ee0 

CAN YOU HELP IDENTIFY THESE BLADES?? 

https://www.antiquearms.co.nz/blade-collection/ 

Please contact Graeme if you can:   g.barber303@gmail.com 
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BRITISH  NAVAL  BOARDING AXE and  BOARDING  PIKES 

By John Carter 
Boarding axes were still being 
issued to HM Ships well into the 
late 19th century. The Admiralty 
publication “ Notes on Naval 
G u n n e r y ” ( H M S O 1 8 9 1 ) 
recorded that ships were to 
receive 5 axes for every 100 
crew. They were to be distributed 
to the ships company boarding 
party from the ships armoury just 
prior to an engagement and used 
to repel boarders, or when 
boarding another ship. Originally 
in the early days, they were also 
used to cut away damaged masts 
and sails that had been shot away 
and were dragging over the side. 

The Boarding Axe or Tomahawk had a curved cutting edge to the blade and a spike on the back of 
the head. Some blades were narrow, approximately 2.5 inches (6.5cm) wide and are believed to be 
type ‘A’ an earlier pattern. Whereas the ones normally illustrated have blades 4.5 inches (11.5cm) 
wide and are classified as type ’B’. Of the four I’ve seen,  one was marked “W.Gilpin Wedgemills, 
C&M and dated 1861” and also marked with the broad arrow and WD. This was a type ’B’. A 
similar one has the blade marked with a broad arrow W.Gilpin C&M and ‘N’ (navy) and dated 
1899. the third one is a type ‘A’ with a narrow blade but a much sturdier spike,  the blade marked 
with a broad arrow and deeply marked with the letter G.D. The Naval museum in Devonport New 
Zealand has a type ‘A’ & type ‘B’, Another type ‘B’ is  owned privately in NZ.                                                                                                 
The fourth one which is  also  a  type ‘B’ is part of my own collection, although the handle on 
mine has been slimmed down, they are still very hard to come by, and I am happy to have it 
(originally from HMS Victory, but don’t ask) The blade  marked with a broad arrow and a very 
feint “N”                                                                                                                                              

           

The Oak/Ash handles are approximately 22.5 to 23 inches (560mm – 590mm) in length and 1.25 
inches (32mm) in diameter, some fitted with a cordage wrist lanyard. Most have a 9mm hole 
drilled in the base of the handle to fit over a stud in its rack 
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 Note: in the List of Changes in British War Material dated 15 June 1891 the handles were to be 
drilled with a hole 20mm diameter and 25mm deep at the opposite end to the head to fit on 
studs in ships fittings”  Obviously sailors thought 20mm holes were too big as all the ones I’ve 
seen had a smaller 9mm hole. The axe heads have two ferrule extensions (ears) approximately 5 
inches (130mm) long which are secured to the handles with three or more rivets.  I understand 
they were finally withdrawn from service about the year 1900. 

I have recently (2012) acquired a type ‘A’ boarding axe with the narrow blade and heavy spike, the 
ears are of the shorter version, this one held to the handle with two copper boat nails (?) the blade 
marked ‘Perks and broad arrow’, the spike marked with numbers ‘x8 955 and very small 430’, the 
handle stamped ‘BO and broad arrow’ up by the head between the ears, and has a hole with 
lanyard, there is a racking hole in the base similar to the type ‘B’.   

!  

THE BOARDING PIKE 

The Naval Boarding Pike is the true pike, but its Ash shaft is stouter than that of the land weapon 
due to the rougher usage expected at sea. Overall  the length of the  pike is 7foot 7inches 
(2031cm), the diameter 1.25 inches (3.2cm) . 

     (a) 

     (b)  
       
     (c) 

I have three examples in my collection, and the points and ears are all different. The butts are 
different too 
(a)  This is the first one I acquired in an auction in the UK in the early 70’s. Postage posed a bit of 
a problem as I then lived in NZ. But one of our warships happened to be visiting the UK and a 
ship mate of mine went up to London to pick it up for me and brought it back onboard ! 
It has a four sided point with short ears, about 5 inches (1.27cm)  and no butt shoe. As its only 
about 6 feet long (1830cm), I think it has been shortened. On saying this the Australian Naval 
Museum on Spectacle Island Sydney  has a few of these shortened versions, similar to mine. 

(b)   This is the last one I acquired at auction in Auckland NZ . Its  the full length and has a four 
sided point and very long ears 18 inches (46cm), the butt is also long with 9 inch ears (23cm) with 
the butt of the stave projecting through. More on this later   
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(c)   This one came from  a deceased estate, when I helped the widow dispose of some other 
weapons. The deceased was an ex Royal Naval officer who had spent some time onboard HMS 
Victory and this is where this pike originated from. (two others ended up in the NZ navy museum)  
This one is the best example, and is full length with a three sided point with 7 inch ears 
((18cm).marked with ‘N’ (navy)  broad arrow and WD.(war department after 1854, previously 
they were marked BO board of ordnance)  the butt with a short ferrule of 2 inches (5cm) also 
marked with WD and other marks too feint to see clearly. 

Brief excerpt from reference 
“The pike ranks even before the sword as a direct descendant of the sapling used by primeval 
man, and for close-quarters fighting a good back up for the cutlass and tomahawk, a formidable 
weapon.  It is impossible to date the introduction of the boarding pike, for it has always been used 
as a spear or javelin whenever men at arms formed part of the ships company throughout the 
ages. 
 During the 18th and 19th centuries the Board of Ordnance (BO) supplied all weapons for the navy, 
and it is more than probably that many of these were designed by soldiers without consulting the 
navy.  
The naval pike is a good example of this, for the early issues were made with a pointed iron shoe 
at the base  which when “grounded” or “ordered” pierced the deck. The offending pikes were 
returned to the Ordnance store  and a ferrule substituted with open end, through which the staff 
projected. 

To those of you imbued with a vivid imagination, the scene may be conjured up of a naval officer   
inspecting his decks after pike drill and seeing the holes and splinters. The resulting 
communication sent through his Admiral to the Admiralty and by them to the Board of Ordnance, 
the hasty return of the ship to dockyard for the fitting of new deck planking” 

Don’t forget that most seaman of those days had bare feet ! 

Standing by to repel boarders breaking 
through the anti-boarding nets. These nets 
were rigged to prevent boarders easy access. 
Pikes with their long reach, could be used 
between the mesh. 

Onboard ships, pikes were stored upright in 
racks around the masts for ready use.  
“Boarding pikes are noted in the Manual of 
Gunnery 1879, under “Sword, Bayonet and 
Pike exercises” but no details of the drill is 
given. 
They still appeared as stores in the “Notes on Naval Guns 1893” corrected to 1899, and are listed 
as 15 for every 100 men. They were discontinued about the year 1900 and in June 1926, 1,654 
were returned to store of which about 300 were distributed to Naval messes for decoration and to 
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Museums, the remainder being sold to officers and other accredited persons for 1 shilling and 
sixpence each.” 

Reference:- ‘Sword, Lance and Bayonet’ by Charles Ffoulfs & E.C.Hopkinson 
                   ‘Naval Swords and Firearms’ – London HMSO 
                   ‘Boarders away’ by William Gilkerson 
   

NEW REPRINT IN HARD COVER 

'CARVINGS from the VELDT' - Part One (First book in HARD cover).

Just to let you know...IF interested.

Over the last ten years I have had many requests to buy my first book...BUT...chaps want 
it in Hard cover (refer photo comparing soft cover to hard cover, or case bound).
As a result, I recently had a small quantity printed. They have all sold and I have now 
received a second print run.

The books are printed locally in Qld. and are thus expensive (costs an extra $40.00 to 
have the Hard cover version!).

Price of the new book is Aud $104.00 (the book has about ten updated and improved 
colour photos, and a few minor changes to text).

Postage Prices to New Zealand:

for one  book = Aud $30.00  
for two books = Aud $39.00
for three books = Aud $46.00.

All the Very Best in Collecting,
Cheers,
Dave C. GEORGE
Northern NSW, Australia.
www.boerwarriflecarvings.net

YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4clzJ_1Pj8HSiqAFHfYb8g?
view_as=subscriber

A QUICK TOUR 

A private Museum in the USA 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9hUl5Fz1jOg 
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COLFO News Issue # 2 March 2021 
http://colfo.org.nz  

 


No End to the Backlog of Licence Applications 

With the backlog now apparently standing at 9,800, with 3,000 being renewal of existing 
licences there is no relief for those kiwi hunters who will miss out on the roar and duck 
shooting season, for the lack of a valid licence.


Many licence applicants have been waiting for up to 6 months and some as long as 12. 
Police have advised those whose licence has expired that they must store their firearms 
at the address of a current licence holder.  Meanwhile the police have engaged some 
front line constables, taking them away from their primary duties, to carry out security 
and vetting checks in order to speed up the processing of applications.  


COLFO, and others, have written to Police Minister Poto Williams asking her to grant an 
extension to expired licences for those renewing, as was done during the Covid 
lockdown last year.  The amended Arms Act has granted her the power to create 
Regulations in relation to licences and permits. 


Act MP Nicole McKee has even raised the issue in Parliament, but the Minister has 
remained silent.


COLFO has publicised this issue with several media releases and interviews. As our 
Chair Michael Dowling said -


“The Arms Amendment Act grants the Minister of Police the unilateral power to regulate 
for the issue, renewal and replacement of permits and licences. She has the power to let 
Police catch up on the backlog and grant the firearms owning community certainty 
ahead of the hunting season." 
"The solution could be a short-term measure to enable firearms to be stored safely or a 
longer-term solution to give licensed firearm owners relief from administrative 
shortcomings." 
"Poto Williams must act now for the sake of her own officers on the frontline and the law-
abiding licensed firearm-owning community.” 

Check your licence and apply for renewal 6 months in advance of the expiry date


Second Round of Confiscation 

The second round buyback got underway in February, confiscating newly prohibited 
firearms.  These include: “short” semi-automatic firearms (for example, those shorter 
than 762mm); centrefire pump-action rifles which are capable of being used with a 
detachable magazine; any firearm containing a centrefire lower receiver that is capable 
of functioning.
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We have yet to hear any reports in the media about this which may suggest that the 
uptake is very small.


• The current amnesty is in place until 1 August 2021.

• The buy-back compensation will take place from 1 February until 1 May 2021 at 

Police stations in districts by appointment.


Firearm Prohibition Order Amendment Bill 

A proposed law making it possible to ban gang members from being near firearms 
highlights the problems with the changes to the Arms Act over the last two years, says 
the Council of Licenced Firearms Owners (COLFO).


COLFO Chair Michael Dowling appeared before the Justice Select Committee in early 
March to speak on the Arms (Firearms Prohibition Orders) Amendment Bill (No 2).


Dowling told the Committee that while the Bill is well intended, it would compound many 
of the problems already present in the Government’s Arms Legislation Act. He said the 
proposed law creating Firearms Prohibition Orders would be easily and unwittingly 
violated by people. People subject to an FPO would be barred from being near firearms.


“To avoid breaking a Firearms Prohibition Order a person would have to ask every time 
they entered a building whether there are firearms present. This is impractical, unrealistic 
and in some cases dangerous.” 

“Firearm licence-holders will be put in a tough position: they may consider it dangerous 
to reveal to family or friends under an FPO that they have firearms, but if they don’t, 
those people could be prosecuted.” 

“Licensed firearm owners have in place strict security measures as part of their licence 
requirements. People that are unlicensed should not be able to access legally held 
firearms even if they are in the same location.” 

Dowling says that while COLFO is supportive of the efforts of the politicians and Police 
to crack down on the illegal use of firearms, laws need to be carefully considered or else 
they risk harming the communities they aim to protect.


COLFO AGM 

The Council of Licenced Firearms Owners (COLFO) advises that the Annual 
General Meeting of the Council will be held on Saturday 24th April 2021 
commencing 10am.
 
Members of the Council are invited to attend the AGM.
 
Venue seating restrictions - RSVP to info@colfo.org.nz if you intend to join us.
 
Venue:
            New Zealand Deerstalkers Association Office
            3 Collina Terrace, Thorndon,  Wellington   
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MYSTERY OBJECT 

Below right - Answers to oilyrag@xtra.co.nz  
Last month (below left), was won by Maurice Taylor who said it was a Nepalese Gahendra.  

   

BUY SELL OR SWAP  
List items free for two issues (* indicates final listing)  
TradeMe refuses to list .22 semi autos, but if they are legal you can list them 
here. 

*WANTED:  6.5 x 57 Portuguese Mauser full length sizing die and a seating die 
Please call Tony on 0274344817 or email tonyallnutt@gmail.com 

WANTED: A rear Lobbing Sight for a P14  
Please contact Tony:  021 289 8831 or e-mail  
tony_the_bruce@outlook.com 

WANTED: Winchester  1885 High Wall, 1885  Low 
Wall  and  Mod 71 in 348 W.C.F  . All must be in very 
good original condition. Call 021 795287      
john@heilalavanilla.co.nz    

FREE: Transit chest for Vickers MG Tripod,  
Please contact Steve - steve.goodman@inspire.net.nz 

INFORMATION ON WHITWORTHS 

http://www.researchpress.co.uk/index.php/firearms/gunmakers/whitworth/
whitworth-rifle-warnings 

And much more: 

http://www.researchpress.co.uk/index.php/publishing/category/5-journal 
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